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Alsrnacr
An investigation of the grinding hardness of large single crystal diamonds in selected
crystallographic directions as a function of the amount of fast neutron irradiation up to 101E
nvt (fast) has been made. Further studies of other physical properties include cleavage,
density, r-ray diffraction, piezobirefringence and index of refraction, and opticai absorption. In each phase of the worh, studies have been made of irradiated and non-irradiated
diamonds, and in some cases, of annealed diamonds. It is concluded that dispiaced carbon
atoms accumulate in the interstitial zones of amorphous carbon between mosaic blocks of
diamond which contain randomly distributed vacancies and some interstitial carbon atoms.
Annealing to 600" permits at least some of the interstitial carbon atoms to return to normal
structural sites, but the carbon in the amorphous intermosaic zones does not return to the
vacancies.
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NoN-rnnatrATED
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AND ANNoaron
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In 1958,Damask (195S)publishedthe resultsof a study of the grinding
hardnessand density of neutron irradiated diamond. fn view of the wellknown anisotropy of grinding hardnessin diamond (Bergheimer,1938;
K r a u s a n d S l a w s o n , 1 9 3 9S
; l a w s o na n d K o h n , 1 9 5 0 ;W i l k s , 1 9 5 2 ;D e n ning, 1953),it seemedworthwhile to investigatethe directional changes
of the grinding hardnessof diamond with neutron radiation damage'
Becauseof the great hardnessof diamond, it is not practical to use
indentation or scratch methods as a measure oI its hardness. Consequently, grinding hardness,which has been defined as a dimensionless
quantity whose numerical value is reciprocal to the abrasion rate on a
cast iron wheel charged with diamond dust under carefully controlled
conditions, is used (Denning, 1953). An alternative procedure is the
microabrasion method of Grodzinsky and Stern as applied by Wilks
(1952, 1962),in which the depth of cut, as determinedby multiple beam
interferometry (To1ansky,1948),is usedas a measureof the abrasionrate
under specifiedconditions. Both methods give consistent results with
respectto hardnessmaxima and minima. fn the presentstudy the former
approach,grinding hardness,was used.
A grinding hardnesscomparator (Denning, 1953) was used so that a
referencediamond could be sround simultaneouslv with the diamond
1 Contribution No. 256 from the Mineralogical Laboratory, The Department of Geology and Mineralogy, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
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being tested, in order to minimize uncontrollable changesin grinding
conditions. The abrasion was carried out on a conventional diamond
cutter's 12-inch diameter wheel or skeif of cast iron. Diamond powder
(8-25/r) mixed with olive oil was the abrasive medium. Two diamonds
were ground simultaneouslyin all tests. One stone was a non-irradiated
diamond which was arbitrarily assigneda unit hardness.The non-irradiated diamond, used as a hardnessreference,was oriented with the plane

Frc. 1. Hardness comparator.

(101) parallel with the surfaceof the skeif and with the direction [010]
normal to the radius of the skeif.
Figure 1 showsa generalview of the hardnesscomparator. The horizonta"Ibar was placed over a diameter of the skeif. During grinding the
bar oscillated parallel to its length to distribute wheel wear. The two
diamonds were mounted on the ends of the spindleswhich were free to
move perpendicularto the surface of the skeif. Prior to measuring the
grinding rate, facetswere preparedon the stonesand bevelswere placed
adjacent to the facetsto be usedfor hardnessmeasurements.In order to
maintain seif-consistentresults during the entire study, three reference
standards were prepared. In these non-irradiated standard reference
stones,a (101) facet was preparedand the grinding direction within that
plane was seiectedas [010].A grinding hardnessof unity was arbitrarily
assignedto the referencestandards.One standard was retained as a primary referenceto check the secondaryor working standards after the
latter had been refacetedafter prolongeduse. Such a procedurewas es-
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sential,sincesmall changesin the orientation and sizeof the facet might
result in disproportionatelylarge changesin the rate of abrasion.
The diamond to be studied and the referencediamond should present
equal areas to the skeif and should be loaded to exert equal thrusts upon
the skeif. It has been found that if the aspect ratio of the facets is kept
below two and if the areasof the two facetsare the samewithin a factor of
two, the relative rate of abrasion of the two stones can be reduced to
volume removed for constant force per unit area. The abrasion rate
within theselimits is directly proportional to the force normal to the skeif
and inversely proportional to the area of the ground facet. If the aspect
ratio of either facet or the areas of the two facets differ by a factor of
much more than two, it has been found empirically that the linearity of
the abrasionrate is seriouslydisturbed.
It is well known that the grinding rate in diamond is dependent,in a
rather complicated way, upon orientation of the ground facet and the
direction of grinding within the facet. Diamond is by no meansunique in
this regard;in fact, it seemscertain that in all crystals a similar relation
shouldbe observed.In practice,suchis not the case.The very large anisotropy of grinding hardnessin diamond is due, not to a large anisotropy of
any feature of the diamond structure, but to mechanicalfactors relating
to the abrasionprocess.That this is true can be demonstratedby abrading diamond under different conditions from those used in the present
experiments.
The extreme anisotropy of grinding hardness in non-irradiated diamond has been explainedby Wilks and Wilks (1959; Wentorf, 1959) as
being due to the fortuitous fact that the abrading grains are buttressed
firmly against the cast iron skeif during the grinding of "soft directions,"
but the cast iron yields to the force of grinding in the hard directions.The
presenceof the hard and soft directionsis explainedin terms of cleavage.
Another factor is the fact that the abrasive is diamond powder, whose
hardnessis very closeto the extremesof hardnessof the diamond under
test. In consideringthe latter factor, it should be pointed out that it does
not matter whether the abrasive diamond powder is randomly distributed on the skeif or whether it is oriented to present only the hardest
directions of the particles to the diamond under test, since the grinding
rate of a randomly orientedpowder should be no lessthan half the rate of
that of a preferentially oriented powder (Slawsonand Denning, 1958).
The preparation of specimensfor grinding tests must be carefully done,
sincein certain directionsthe orientation is quite critical. The most critical orientation in the present study is found in the caseof a cube facet
ground in the direction of a four-fold symmetry axis, 'i.e.,(001) [010].The
problem of orientation is greatly accentuated by the senseof the orienta-
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tion error. If the plane is so oriented as to make an angle of 15 minutes
with the [010] axis, then if the grinding is done toward the ideal cube
plane, the hardnessis greatly increased.If, on the other hand, the grinding is donb in the oppositedirection, i.e., away from the ideal cube plane,
then no appreciablehardnesschangeis observed.
fn the caseof facet misorientation of 15 minutes of arc such that the
facet remains parallel with the [010] axis, the effect upon grinding hardnessis negligible.It is thereforeessentialthat the grinding must not be
performed toward the ideal cube plane. For this reason,it is not feasible
to attempt to orient the cube facet exactly parallel with the ideal crystallographic cube, but it must be made certain that the orientation error is
not one which will yield a markedly high hardnessvalue.
Similar considerationshould be applied to the dodecahedronplane.
However, in this instance,the apparent hardnessincreasewith misorientation is not so severeas in the caseof the cube facet.
The diamonds used for the hardnesstests were carefully selectedby
examinationwith a hand lens. The diamondsappearedto be nearly perfect octahedrons,were free of recognizableflaws,and showedno rounding
of crystal faces.The stoneswere one-halfcarat (0.1 g) in weight and were
slightly off color. They appearedpractically colorlessto casualinspection,
but in the diamond trade, from the point of view of color, they would not
be consideredtop quality stones.Becauseof the flatness of the faces,
asidefrom the usual trigons and a few small steps,there was no difficulty
in measuringthe interfacial anglesto within two minutes of arc on the
optical goniometer.
The first step was the preparation of the desired facets for grinding
tests. The facets were put on as accurately as possible(about 2" error)
"by eye." Next the stoneswere placedon a two-circlegoniometerand the
polesof all the octahedralplanesand the ground facet were located.The
octahedral plane positions were self-consistentto within five minutes of
arc. From the location of the poles of the octahedral planes, the most
probableposition of the referenceaxeswas determined.Then (in the case
of the cube plane) the two angular componentsneededto ,,move', the
ground facet so as to be perpendicularto one of the referenceaxes were
computed.After the measurementsthe stonewas remounted.During the
next operation only small angles need be measured.These angles are
between the original ground facet and the corrected facet. The angle
which the corrected facet made with the preliminary facet was determined by holding the stone in its dop closeto the observer'seye so as to
seea double image of a small light source reflected simultaneously from
the two facets.Only a portion of the aperture of the observer,seye was
covered during this operation so that he might simultaneouslyview a
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scaleon the oppositeside of the room. Thus he was abie to seetwo virtual
imagesof the light sourcesuperposedupon the scale,which is graduated
to 15 minute intervals of interfacet angle. With practice a precision of
about five minutes of arc was attained quickly. After the proper correction had been made by the time-honoredmethod of bending the copper
rod which supports the dop, the correctedfacet was enlargedby grinding
until the preliminary facet was just eliminated.A final check was always
made on the two-circle goniometer,but rareiy was a further correction
necessary.
The next operation was the cutting of four bevelsaround the edge of
the facet. These made about a 15" angle to the plane of the facet. No
great accuracy was neededas all of the bevels were subsequentlymeasured on the goniometer.Finally, small identifying facets were placed on
the stonesto avoid any possibieconfusionduring the study.
In order to abrade the diamonds for the actual hardnesstests, they
were mounted in small special solder dops which were attached to the
spindlesby meansof a copper rod. The final adjustment of facet orientation was obtained by means of an optical back reflection apparatus. A
nearly parallel beam of light from a ribbon filament lamp was incident on
the diamond which was mounted on a spindle, resting in a V-block. A
semi-cylindricalscreenof 50 cm radius surroundedthe diamond. A 3-mm
openingin the screenallowed the light beam to impinge on the diamond.
The light beam was parallel with the axis of the spindle. The facet on
which the hardnessmeasurementwas to be made was adjusted so as to be
made perpendicularto the spindle axis. The adjustment was made not
only by means of reflections from the facet itself, but also by means of
reflectionsfrom the bevel facets and the natural octahedron faces.An
accuracyof five minutes of arc was attainable. The grinding azimuth on
the facet was marked on the sideof the dop.
Next the spindle was placed in the comparator and the surface was
ground for a few seconds.The lightly ground surfacewas then examined
under a microscope,and the correctnessof facet orientation was confirmed. The azimuth of the grinding grooveswas then comparedwith the
desireddirection, and thus the senseand the amount of spindle rotation
neededto give the correctgrinding azimuth were determined.The spindle
was replaced in the comparator and the final azimuth was set from the
graduated spindle circle.
The similar procedure was used to orient the referencestandard. When
both stoneswere in place, they were ground, usually with a 250 gram
Ioad, for three minutes. A seriesof three to twelve testswas made and the
resultswereaveraged.The measurementsare summarizedin Figs. 2-5. In
common with previous experiencein the measurementof grinding hard-
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Frc. 2. Hardness vs. irradiation cube C-1.

ness on diamond, a major difficulty was found in the reproducibility of
successivemeasurements.The principal causesof the variation in the
measurementsof grinding hardnesson the diamonds are the result of
changing conditions of the surface of the skeif during testing and the
uncertainty of the measurementof facet size.The first effect is minimized
by using the comparisonof the cutting rates of two diamondsas described
above. The average of a seriesof measurementshas been found to be
satisfactoryin assessingrelative grinding hardnessof various directions
within a diamond and in comparing the relative grinding hardnessof
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different diamonds.Changingskeif conditionsdo not effectboth stonesrn
identical ways, but the use of two stoneshas been found to minimize the
differencein behavior.
The deviation from the mean is large on the cube face of the diamonds
irradiated to 1016nvt (fast). The causecan be readily traced to the unavoidable use of a filar micrometer which, becauseof the design of its
reticule,did not permit so reproduciblea setting during the measurement
of the dimensionsof the cut facets.
The decreasein hardnessof the cube plane ground parallel to a fourfold symmetry axis is large and significant. While the spread of values is
rather large, it is no larger than is to be expectedin grinding hardness
measurements.The curve drawn is basedupon the averagevaluesfor the
hardnessdeterminationsrepresentedby the points. The slight reversalof
hardnessdecreaseat 1016nvt (fast) may not be real. The uncertainty of
the measurements is such that the reversal falls just within the 50/6
confidencelimits of the measurements.Since correspondingreversals
were not found in the propertiesother than hardness,it is believed that
the inflection may not be significant.
The dodecahedronshowswhat is, within the accuracyof the measurement, an essentiallyconstant hardnessindependent of the amount of
radiation up to 1017nvt (fast) with a slight reduction at 1018nvt (fast).
The fact that the grinding hardness on a dodecahedron plane ground
parallel with the four-fold axis doesnot decreasewith relatively low levels
of fast neutron irradiation, while the grinding hardnessof the cube facein
such a direction does decreasemarkedly, indicates a reduction in the
anisotropy of grinding hardnessof diamond with respectto fast neutron
irradiation.
Such a reduction immediately suggeststhe possibility that the octahedron plane(111)may be ground in suchirradiated stones.It is generally
recognizedamong practical diamond cutters that the octahedronplane
can not be polishedin any azimuth. In fact, the rate of removal of material on such a plane is very small. With prolonged grinding in non-irradiated stones and with the continued application of diamond abrasive on
the skeif, it is possible to remove material from an octahedron plane;
however, the surfaceremaining on the diamond undergoingsuch trealment is very rough and deeplygroovedso that the surfaceis not what one
would expecton a polishedfacet. ft is generallyconsideredimpossible,or
at least highly impractical, to polish a diamond facet closerthan about
two degreesto the octahedron(Slawson,1957). Experimentsin this laboratory confirm the diamond cutter's experiencein attempting to grind
octahedronplanes.
Attempts were made to grind octahedron facets on diamonds which
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had receivedfast neutron bombardment. The octahedronplane resisted
abrasionin the usual manner through a total irradiation of 1017nvt (fast).
After irradiation to 1018nvt, however, it was found that the diamond
could be cut practically on an octahedronplane with an easenot found in
the non-irradiatedstones.The surfacesthus formed were not so smooth
as on facetspolishedon-grain,but nonethelessthe material could be cut
very closeto the octahedronwithout the addition of extra abrasive diamond dust to the skeif. Sinceit is not possibleto orient a diamond exactly
on the skeif, an attempt was made to place the stone as closeas practically possible to the desired orientation. Recalling that the p angle from
the cube plane to the octahedronplane in a cubic crystal is 54o44', tests
were made at p angleswhich, when measured,were 54o30', and 55". The
uncertainty in theseangular measurementsdoesnot exceedfive minutes.
On the Iacet6:45", p:54" 30', the stonecould be cut toward the nearest
cube face,although this was the hardest of the directionsobservedin the
octahedrontests.The surfaceieft was rather rough. When the samefacet
was ground in the opposite direction, that is, away from the cube, and
toward the very near octahedronplane, the stone was found to be softer,
and it was cut without any particular difficulty. The other pair of measurementswas made on a facet at O: 45o,p:55o. In this plane the grinding toward the near octahedronface was found to cut readily and also the
direction toward the dodecahedron,which is 180ofrom the last mentioned
direction, was also found to cut without difficulty. In generalthe relative
grinding hardnessdecreasesin the order in which these directions have
been iisted. In all of these octahedron tests, the sound of grinding was
normal. This in itself indicates quite clearly that these normally extremely hard directions, encounteredin non-irradiated diamonds, are
considerablysofter in the stonesirradiated at 1018nvt. It is not possible
to give quantitative measurementson thesedirections;however,there is
no doubt that while the cutting rate is much more rapid than is normal
for planesso closeto the octahedron,it is still slower than the optimum
cutting rates found on the cube and dodecahedronplanes.Wilks (1962)
found the relative depths of microabrasion cuts on octahedral planes of
diamonds given a neutron irradiation of 1.9X 1020n/crli'z to be 14.9, 7.3
and 6.9, in the direction toward the dodecahedron,parallel to an edge,
and toward the cube, respectively. The results are compatible with
those presented here, as also are the measurementson the cube and
dodecahedron.
The demonstrated reduction in anisotropy of the grinding hardness
with irradiation, is the most significant result of the specifichardness
tests. It should be pointed out that there is no indication of an initial
increasein hardnesswith Iow level radiation, which has been suggested
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by some cutters who have worked with stonescoloredby neutron bombardment.
The annealing tests show that upon annealing to 600" in 200o steps
with one hour of heating at each temperature, the hardness of the cube
plane is partly restored, but the hardness of the dodecahedron plane,
which was not efiectedappreciably, except slightly at the highest irradiation used, remains substantially unchangedduring annealing. Since on
the dodecahedron plane the reduction was so slight, the annealing was
done only at 400 degrees.While there may be some recovery toward
initial hardness on the octahedron plane, no obvious increase was observed during the annealing.Had reliable measurementsbeen made on
the octahedron,it might be found that somerecoverytoward initial hardnesshad occurred.
Cr,n,evecBrN InnaorarED. NoN-TRRADTATED.
RNo ANNr,erEDDTAMoNDS
Directional hardnessin crystalshas long beenconsideredto be directly
related to cleavage.Cleavage,used for over a century as a determinative
property of minerals, has been describedin qualitative terms, such as
perfect, imperfect, easy, and difficult.
The principal cleavageof diamond is parallel with (111). In the qualitative scaleof cleavageperfection in determinative mineralogy, diamond
possessesa perfect cleavage. The essential meaning of the term, which
could easily be misinterpreted,is that in diamond the tendency to break
along the (111) plane is very strong, while the tendency to break along
other surfaces,even those very closein angular position to (111) is slight.
In other words, if cohesion,or surface energy, is plotted as a function of
an angle, very sharp discontinuities appear in the directions normal to the
(111) planes.In addition to the perfect (111) cleavage,diamond exhibits
a rather poor (110) cleavage.If the cohesionis plotted as a function of
direction, the minima found coincident with a normal to the (110) plane
are not so deep and are much broader in zone [110] than are the practically discontinuous peaks of the octahedral cleavage.Other directions of
cleavagehave been reported in the literature (Ramaseshan,1946). The
difierence between cleavage perfection in type I and type II diamonds
(Wilks, 1958),while of considerableinterest, is not germaneto the present study sinceonly type I diamondswere used.
The octahedralplanes in diamond are those planes of greatestinteratomic separation. Another means of expressing the same fact is that
separation occurs along the planes of maximum reticular density. The
perfect octahedralcleavageand [110] "microcleavage"of diamond have
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beencorrelatedwith the covalentbonding of diamond (Wolff and Broder,

19s9).
Since the hardnessvariation with respect to direction is related to
cleavage(Bergheimer,1938;Wilks and Wilks, 1959;Wentorf, 1959),then
it would seem that the reduction in anisotropy could be interpreted as
being dependent on the development of a larger number of cleavage
planes.Since cleavagemay be consideredas anisotropy of cohesion,the
increasednumber of cleavageplanes suggestsa reduction in anisotropy.
The additional cleavageplanes, or perhaps, a better nomenclature is
fracture surfaces,need not be crystallographicplanesin the usual sense.

Frc. 6. Light figure, diamond irradiated to 101Envt (fast).

In fact, there is no indication that theseadditional surfacesof weakness
are crystallographicallyoriented in the irradiated diamonds' These virtual cleavage planes, or fracture surfaces,are probably quite randomly
distributed with respectto crystallographicdirection,and they may very
weII follow quite irregular surfaces which are controlled by the boundaries of the mosaicblocks which presumably constitute the large crystal.
They may very well be related to initial defectsor dislocationspresentin
the diamond.
A seriousattempt was made to examine the cleaved surfacesof the
irradiated diamondsby multiple beam interferrometry (Tolansky, 1948)'
It was found that the techniquecould not be applied for examination of
minute details of surface topography becauseof the relatively irregular
nature of the cleavagesurfaces.The diamonds were cleaved by a professionalcleaverso that an optimum techniquewas employed'
Figure 7 is a photomicrographof a cleavagesurfaceof diamond which
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the light figureshownin Fig. 6

has been irradiated to 1018nvt fast prior to cleaving. The rather conchoidal nature of the surfaceis apparent. In order to obtain information
on the angular distribution of all the small elementsof the surface,an
optical back reflection or light figure method was used (Fig.6). The apparatus used to obtain the light figuresis schematicallyshown in Fig. 8.
The light source,lensesL1 and L2, and the small aperture A produce a
bright spot of light about 0.3 mm in diameter in the plane of the perforated photographicpaper, P, at the focal point ol a 7l inch photographic
objective,L3.
The rays which pass through L3 to the diamond, D, are paraliel to
within 0.1 degree.In the diagrammatic representation,the diamond is
drawn with two facets.Facet ox is shown normal to the optical axis of the
instrument. The image representingplane direction ox then wiil lie at the
focal point of Ls. fnc[ned facet oy is representedby a point z. In general
all small elementsof the surfaceof the crystal which are parallel to oy are
also representedby the image at z. Facet inclinationsup to about 20ocan
be recorded. Such a system provides an angular resolution of about t
degree facet angle unless the individual reflecting element or facets are
extremely small or few. The surfacesof the diamonds were aluminized by
vacuum evaporationprior to obtaining the light figures.Such treatment

Frc. 8. Schematic diagrams of light figure apparatus.
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removes the possibility of obtaining images from the rear surface of the
diamond in the caseof the transparent non-irradiated stones.
In the case of the octahedral cleavage surfaces of non-irradiated diamond, a small spot of threefold symmetry is produced which indicates
that all of the reflecting elements are parallel within one degree. The
surfacemust be skewedslightly so that it registerson the photographic
paper.
The light figure from the irradiated diamond is striking in that no
reflection is found at the center of the rather large triangular arcuate light
figure. Thus the (111) cleavagehas disappeared.In its place are three
symmetrical sets of cleavageelements whose angular distributions are as
the elementsof three nearly hyperbolic cones.The planes closestto the
pole of (111), that is, points at the centersof the arcs, have a p angle of
56o. The Miller indices were calculated as (36.36'35). The true values
c o u l d l i e b e t w e e n( 3 1 . 3 1 . 3 0 ) a n d ( 4 I . 4 1 ' 4 0 ) i f t h e m a x i m u m e r r o r o f
measurementis considered.The planes farthest from the pole of (111),
the vertices of the triangular figure, have p equal to 49" 20'and indices
near (33.33.40). Another noteworthy feature of the pattern is the concentration of the elements of the cleaved surfaceat discrete angular positions as revealedby the beadedappearanceof the arcs. The lack of ideal
symmetry of the light figures is attributed to the non-symmetricalarrangement used in cleaving the diamond. Such lack of ideal symmetry is
lessapparent in the non-irradiated stones.The non-irradiated stones are
stronger as is revealed by the grinding tests and the bond distribution
exerts a greater influence during the cleaving process.
The distribution of cleavagesurfaceelementsdescribedabove doesnot
seem compatible with the diamond structure. In diamond the (111)
cleavageplanesare planesof separationwhich disrupt the least number
of bonds per unit area (Winkler, 1955). A drastic change in structure
would be necessary to produce the cleavage pattern observed. Such a
change is incompatible with the observed r-ray patterns of irradiated
diamonds. An alternative interpretation follows. Each reflection maximum observedis a reflectionfrom a set of (111) planesin coherentblocks
of diamond. The mosaic blocks have rotated as a result of the cleaving. In
this way part of the strain energy acquired during radiation is liberated
near the cleaved surface.
The regionsseparatingthe blocks consist of amorphous carbon, or, if
diamond, a very poorly crystallized type. The light figure from a diamond
cleaved after irradiation to 1018nvt fast and annealedat 400" for one
hour, and again,at 600ofor one hour, showsno significantdifferencefrom
the iight figure of irradiated non-annealed diamond. Thus annealing, as
far as carried out, does not remove the amorphous regions.Recovery is
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restricted to the minute single crystal mosaic units or to the amorphous
layers, but thesetwo essentiallydifierent phasesare not reunited.
An electron micrograph of the cleavagesurfaceof the irradiated dia.
mond representedin Fig. 9 is shown. The deepcrackswhich appearin the
photograph are interpreted as occurring in the intermosaic amorphous
regions.The mosaicblocks are from 0.1prto 1prin diameter.
The reduction in grinding hardness and hardness anisotropy is explained by the developmentof additional surfacesof relative weakness
produced during the radiation. These surfacesor regionsare not highly

Irrc' 9. Electron micrograph of cleaved surface of cliamond irracliated to 1018nvt (fast).

oriented although they have the mechanical effect of greatly increasing
the number of effective cleavage surfaces. The diamond as a whole is
strained by such a grosschange.The strain may be relievedat a surface
by cleaving,but not by heat treatment as appliedin the experiments.The
threefold deep steep depressionsare believed to represent voids which
result from the rotation of the mosaicunits.
The mosaic units originated during the growth of the diamond. Dislocations would be expectedto accumulate along the boundariesand to
contribute to the weaknessof the gross structure. Giardini and rydings
(1962) note the existence of such units on a larger scale in the case of
certain synthetic diamonds. It should be noted, however, that the synthetic diamond was crystallized in an environment quite different from
that of the natural stonesusedin the presentstudy.
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DBusnv ot Inn.q,orarno, NoN-InnADTATED
aNo ANNBarp,t DrauoNos
That neutron irradiation causesa decreasein the density of diamond is
a well-known effect;nevertheless,becauseoI the very small changeat the
radiation dosageemployed, the determination of density in the present
study requiredcareful measurement.
The density was measuredin two ways, both using Clerici solution as a
suspension medium. The first method employs a meter long vertical
column of liquid in which a linear thermal gradient with a higher temperature at the upper end of the tube is established.Five floats of known
density were prepared. The vertical distribution of the floats and of the
diamonds to be measured,read on a meter stick, enablesthe density to be
determined to five significant figures. Since only relative density difierencesare important, no great attempt was made to attain a high absolute
accuracy. The method has the advantage of very high sensitivity. Since
an apparatus of improved designhas since been describedby Pelsmaekers
and Amelinckx (1961), no further details of the construction are given.
The graded density column is admirably suited to comparing nearly
identical densities. The method was ultimately abandoned because the
floats (platinum and glass)slowly reacted with the Clerici solution'
The second method involved the conventional pycnometer or specific
gravity bottle. At room temperature the diamonds were placed in a specific gravity bottle containing Clerici solution of slightly greater density
than the diamond. The bottle was placed in a water bath at 27" C. and
the temperature of the latter was adjusted until the diamond showed no
observable tendency to sink or float. The bottle was then stoppered,
filled to the top of the capillary in the stopper, and removed, carefully
dried, and weighed.As the bottle was cooledduring weighing,the liquid
retracted into the capillary. By filling the bottle with water at known
temperature, the volume was computed and the rate of weight loss by
evaporationwas determined.The sameweight losscorrectionwas applied
to the measurement with Clerici solution. Corrections for volume, for
temperature, and for air buoyancy were made. The densities were thus
determined to four significant figures.
The measurements usually required a full day. While the method is
more time consuming than with the graded density column, it has the
advantage of being straightforward. All density measurements were
repeated severaltimes during the courseof the study.
In Fig. 10 the density of the diamonds is plotted as a function of the
fast neutron irradiation. The points indicated are averagevalues made on
all of the stones as they were available. They are significant to four figures. The density change is not observed for radiation to 1017nvt (fast),
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Fro. 10. Density of diamond as a function of neutron irradiation.

but a decideddecrease(0.2%) in density is observedas a result of the last
irradiation of 1018.The curve is continuouswith that of Damask (1959)
for radiation from 1018to 6 X 1020nvt (fast). So far as measurabledensity
changesare concerned,radiation damagedoesnot occur until a radiation
of 1017nvt (fast) is obtained.
rn Fig. 11 the density of a stoneannealedin 200ostepsof one hour each
is plotted as a function of the annealing temperature. The recovery to the
last annealingat 600ois about 40/6.rn general,the measureddensity of
irradiated diamond and subsequentannealing changeis in accord with
previous observationson density change (crawford and wittels, 1955;
P r i m a k , e t a l . 1 9 5 6 ; D a m a s k ,1 9 5 8 ) .
The maximum density changeobservedis 0.2/6, which correspondsto
an equal changein bulk specificvolume. The correspondingchangein cell
edgeto account for the density and volume change is0.07/6. Under the
experimental conditions of the r-ray diffraction study, a very conservative figure for the least detectablecell edgechange is0.03/6. The latter
figure is basedupon the recognitionof a discontinuity of half of the line
width acrossa diffraction line at 0:70o 15'. Thus there is no doubt that
at the very least, half of the density changeobservedin diamond irradi-
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ated to 1018nvt (fast) is due to a mechanism other than a change of the
cell dimensions.
X-nav DrrnnecrroN SrulrBs on InxeltAtnn,
NoN-rnnaprATEDAND ANNnar-no Drauoxos
Laue x-ray patterns have been made both on the non-irradiated and
the irradiated diamonds up to 1018nvt (fast). No change of structural
significance was observed in any of the patterns. For this reason, Laue
photographs were not made of the annealed diamonds. The use of Laue
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Frc. 11. Density of diamond irradiated to 10rBnvt (fast) as a function
of annealing temperature.

patterns is disadvantageousfor two reasons:first, since the diamonds are
quite large, the patterns do not exhibit sharply defined r-ray scattering
maxima; second,the muttiplicity of indices of the structural planes cannot be determined from Laue photographs. For example, maxima from
(111) and (222) coincidein a Laue pattern.
Rotation photographs were essentially normal for diamond. Weak
(222) reflectionswere observed in irradiated diamonds. No (200) reflections were observed.Becausethe spotsare rather large, it was decidedto
use powder photographs for determining cell edge changes. The finely
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powdered diamonds were allowed to settle in alcohol to remove the extremes of size. High purity silicon powder was similarly treated and
spindlesof equal amounts of diamond and silicon were prepared. patterns
of irradiated and non-irradiated diamonds were then made with a 114.6
mm camera. careful measurementsof the position of the diffraction lines
of the diamond and of the silicon were made.
rn order to attain a higher accuracyof measurement,another powder
technique utilizing the non-irradiated and most heavily irradiated stones
was employed. Separate spindles were made accordingly from a nonirradiated diamond and a diamond irradiated to 1018nvt (fast). A lead
shield was made to cover half of the width of the film. The non-irradiated
diamond powder sample was carefully centeredand the film was exposed.
Next, the sample was removed and replaced by the irradiated specimen
and the lead strip was shifted to the other side of the film, care being
taken to avoid moving the film. A second exposure was made. The two
patterns can then be compareddirectly, both as to the interplanar spacing and line width without any complications due to dimensional changes
of the film, differencesin film processing,or measuring.
rt was observedthat the irradiated diamond pattern showed slight line
broadening, but no differencein diffraction angle (thus interplanar spacing) could be detected. The line broadening indicates some disorder in the
structure, as is to be expected(Dienesand Kleinman, 1953),but the lack
of changein interplanar spacing indicates that the relative changein cell
edgedoesnot exceed10-a.The latter figure is basedupon the assumption
that the least detectablemismatch of the two patterns is 0.1 mm at a d
value of 70o15' (331), which is the largestrecordedwith copper Ka radiation. If the observeddensity decreaseo10.2/6wereattributable entirely
to a changein cell edge,then the cell edgeshouldincreaseby 7 X 10-a.It is
therefore clear that the density change cannot be due primarily to a
change in cell edge of the diamond. Another significant feature of the
pattern of the irradiated diamond is the presenceof difiuse forward scattering, which is enhancedin the irradiated diamond. The diffuse scartering is not changedby annealingto 600ofor one hour. The results of the
determination of the relation betweenmeasureddensity changeand cell
edgechangeis not in accord with that found by other investigatorswho
have studied the effects of neutron irradiation to much higher levels
( C r a w f o r da n d W i t t e l s , 1 9 5 5 ; L e v y a n d K a m m e r , 1 9 5 5 ; p r i m a k e t a 1 , . ,
1956).whatever the degreeof disorderproducedduring radiation, it has
not beendistributed in sucha way as to producecell edgechangesgreater
than 10-4.
one possibleexplanation of the disagree'ent with previous work is
that in the present investigation, relatively large single crystars were used
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which were powdered for r-ray examination after irradiation. The crushing of the diamond may have largely annealed the disorder produced by
irradiation.
If the diamond is considered to have been divided into domains of
slightly disordered structure separatedby shells of essentiallyamorphous
carbon, the constancy of the cell edgeis explained. It seemsqualitatively
reasonablethat these domains need not be extensively reoriented during
the radiation damage. In this way the density change may be accounted
for by a general expansion of the mosaic-Iike crystal, while the interplanar spacing within the mosaic units is not appreciably changed. The
position of the boundary regions of loosely packed amorphous carbon
may be fixed by dislocations in the original crystal. Such zones of amorphous carbon can then behave in a gross way like a random collection of
cleavage planes as discussedunder grinding hardness. The reduction of
anisotropy of grinding hardness that has been observed is compatible
with such a concept.
Kolonysova and Zhestovskaya (1962) have reported an analogous
behavior in the ionic crystal, lithium fluoride, irradiated with neutrons.
They concluded, on the basis ol x-ray scattering and etching studies, that
lithium fluoride single crystals are separated into slightly reoriented
mosaic fragments of 1 to 0.1 micron size. The separating regions are, in
their case, parallel with the (100) planes. The effect is confined to the
outer Iayers of the crystals. The boundary features shown by etching are
believed to be due to the local accumulation of Frenkel defects.
PtBzosrtBlnrNGENCEaNn INpBx ol Rnlnac:uoN oF
Drertorqos
InnaprarBp AND NoN-TRRADTATED
The phenomenologicaltheory of piezobirefringencein crystals was first
developedby Pockels (1889). Correctionsto his theory have been made
independently by Bhagavantam (1942), Jahn (19a9), Fume (1952) and
Poindexter (1955). No satisfactory physical theory of piezobirefringence
has been developed. Since the index of refraction of a crystal should be
calculable from the Lorenz-Lorentz equation, it might seem reasonable,
that if the latter equation is difierentiated with respect to density, a relation of the index change with respect to stressand compressibility could
be worked out. Since such a treatment neglects the mutual effects of
polarization, it does not provide an even approximate relationship' More
sophisticatedtreatments, as those of Banerjee (1927), Mueller (1935)'
Herzfeld (1928), and Herzfeld and Lee (1933) have not been notably
satisfactory. Nonetheless, the measurements of piezobirefringence provide data which are potentially useful in relating the polarizability of
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electron configurationsto deformation of the crystal under stress.Since
carbon atoms are believed to be displaced during neutron bombardment, the determination of piezobirefringenceof neutron irradiated
diamond is a worthwhile field of investigation. Ideally, the change of
index of refraction with stresswould be more informative, but the measurements are extremely difficult (Denning et al., 1957).'Ihe theoriesof
piezobirefringencedo not permit quantitative predictions of the phenomenon in irradiated diamonds. Therefore, it seemed justifiable to
measurethe piezobirefringence
constantsto determine whether measurable differencesbetweenthe stressoptical behavior of non-irradiatedand
irradiated diamonds could be detected.It is not feasibleto make piezobirefringencemeasurementson diamonds irradiated to 1017or 10rBbecausethey are opaquein sectionsthick enoughto be used.
Prisms were prepared from two small diamonds, which receivedfast
neutron radiation of 2X 1013,
2 X 1014,
nvt. Indices of refraction
and 2X 1015
were measuredfor mercury 546 mp light. The index of refraction of the
prisms was measured by the minimum deviation method on a one-circle
goniometer.The measuredindex of refraction of one prism was 2.4239;
the other was 2.4237. The indices of refraction remained constanr ro
+0.0001. Thesemeasurementsconfirm the findings of Pelsmaekersand
Schepers(1958),who found no index changein a prism so heavily irradiated that it becametoo opaquefor measurement.
Two high quality gem diamonds from Sierra Leone of two and onequarter carats each were used for the piezobirefringence
measurements.
They wereselectedon the basisof the perfectionof their octahedralfaces,
their freedom from visible flaws and twinning, and their low birefringence. These two diamonds were faceted to form rectangular parallelop i p e d sb o u n d e db y ( 0 0 1 ) , ( 0 0 T ) , ( 1 1 0 ) , ( l T 0 ) , ( 1 1 0 ) a n d 1 1 t O ) .T h e d i m e n s i o n so f t h e s p e c i m e n sw e r e 3 . 1 8 X 3 . 5 2 X 3 . 5 8a n d 3 . 3 5 X 3 . 4 1Y . 3 . 9 4
mm. The general method used was identical to that employed in preparing diamonds for hardnesstests. High accuracy of orientation is not
essential,but opposite faces must be as nearly parallel as possible,in
order to secureuniform stressduring compression.
After the diamonds were cut, a lamellar pattern of birefringencecommon in type I diamond was observed.Photographsof the birefringence
patterns are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. It is believedthat theselamellae
are due to strain induced by structural misfit, due to compositionalvariation in successiveadjacent lamellae (Denning, 1961). The maximum
birefringenceof the diamonds was about 10-5.'The piezobirefringence
constantsare of the form Q:2h),/n3Td, in which Q is the stressinduced
birefringenceconstant,n the initial index of refraction,d the path length,
and T the stressper unit area. The units used are crn2/dyne. The relation
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between stress and index of relraction is a fourth rank tensor property
(Nye, 1957).The non-vanishingcoefficientsare, in crystals of symmetry
m3m, qr'r, gtzzt gtztz.If birefringence,rather than absolute index change,
and 2qntz. The
is measured,then there remain two constants (qrrrr- Qrr22)
in a
the
birefringence
first of these constantsis measuredby measuring
is
crystal
while
the
direction normal to a fourfold symmetry axis [001]
comby
is
determined
compressedalong the fourfold axis. The second
pressingthe diamond along a twofold axis of symmetry [110]and measuring the birefringencealong [001].As a checkfor consistencyof the data,
the Jiamond may be stressedon (110)and examinedin the direction [110]
which gives the redundant constant
l/2\qnt

-

q r n z* 2 q r z r z )

The diamond is compressedin an apparatus which is designedso that
the load is increasedlinearly with respect to time to several hundred
kilogramsper squarecentimeter.Crossedor parallellinear polarsare used
and the light usedis the 546 mp mercury line. The light beam is chopped
at 750 cps and impinges on a photocell whose output is recorded on a
chart recorder after amplification. Great care must be taken to secure

Frc. 12. Well defined birefringent Iamellae in type I diamond.
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Frc. 13. Poorly defined birefringent lamellae in type I diamond.

uniform stressdistribution. Uniformity of stressdistribution was checked
by observing the diamond in white light between crossedpolars. The
errors due to improper stressdistribution are seriousand are rather difficult to avoid.
The chart record is used to determine the maxima and minima of transmissionof the polars and diamond as the load is increased.In the caseof
crossedpolars, the maxima represent positions of phase difference of zr,
3r, 5r. . . and minima representphasedifierencesof 0,2r, 4zr. . . due to
the birefringence of the diamond. If the polars are parallel (in either case
their privileged directions make a 45o angle with the direction of compression stress),the maxima correspondto phase differencesof 0, 2r,
4tr . . , and the minima correspondwith zr,3r,5r . . . .
Thesediamondswere irradiated at the Phoenixreactor at The University of Michigan. The dosageswere 2 X 1013,
2 X 1014and 2 X t5nvt (fast).
The computed piezobirefringence constants are tabulated in Tables I
and II.
The higher value of the anisotropy of the piezobirefringenceof diamond
number 2 is not understood. The lamellar initial birefringence of this
diamond is lesswell developedthan that of diamond number 1 and during
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Tasra I. PmzoernnrnrNcoxcB CoNsrants
(t:546 mp)
Direction of
Constant
Compression Observation

ol DrauoNn No. 1

Radiation
nvt
(fast)

Vaiue

_r.nr1g_rr.6z/dyne
-3.0
-3.2
-3. 1

2quz

[110]

[001]

0
2X 1013
2x7otn
2y.l0t5

(qur-quzz)

[001]

[110j

0
2X 10tr
2Xl0r4
2x lotu

-.t.2

0
2x 1013
2X70t+
2x lotu

-.t. r

t/^

z\qrlr-qlr22

[110]

[110]

l2qtzrz)

-J.l

-3.1
-J.

I

-J.l

-3.2
-3.2

cutting, it did not seemso free of twinning. Whatever the cause,the differenceis not a result of neutron irradiation, but is due to someinherent
difierencein the diamonds(both are type I). Conrad (1959)found similar
values of piezobirefringencein the uitraviolet and visible spectral regions
Consrlnrs or DreuoNoNo. 2
Tenr-nII. PrnzonmsnmncoNce
(L:546 mp)
Direction of
Constant
Compression Observation

Radiation
nvt
(fast)

Value

2q:xz

l0o1i

0
2y.l0r3
2x 1014
2x lotu

- 2 . 8{ 10-14
cmz/dyne
-2.8
_2-8
-2.9

(qtr1r - qtr22.1

t1101

0
2x 10t,
2x7014
2X lotu

-3.3
-3 -3
-3.+

l1101

0
2X lot'
2X lotr
2xloru

-3.5
-36
-34
-3 .6

*(qrrrr-qnzz
l2qnrz)

[110]
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of another non-irradiated diamond which showed well developedlamellar
birefringence.Poindexter(1955)found valuessimilar to thoseof diamond
number 1 in a non-irradiatedstonefree of any visible initial birefringence.
The iack of changeof piezobirefringencewith neutron irradiation up to
2X1015nvt (fast) is not so sensitive to broken covalent bonds as was
anticipated. Potentially, it should be possibleto reiate the birefringence
of irradiated diamond to the number of broken bonds, but the present
state of the physical theory doesnot permit such a quantitative interpretation.
AnsonprroN rN THEVrsrer-BRocroN
The diamonds assumea green color after a radiation of 2X1013nvt
(fast), although at this low level, the color is very pale in a specimen4.5
mm thick. At 10u nvt, the greencolor is very deepand can be recognized
only on the thinnest edges.At 1018,the diamondsare black with no indication of color exceptin a finely powderedstate. Absorption spectrawere
not obtained at this time in the whole visible spectrum, but the absorption as viewed in a spectroscopeshowsno well definedbands, but only a
rather generalabsorption greatestat the ends of the visible spectrum.
Absorption spectrafrom 300 to 600 mprare plotted in Figs. 15 and 16 and
are discussedunder the sectionon ultraviolet absorption.
Transmissionmeasurementsin white light were made with a densitometer having a responseroughly the same as the human eye. These
measurementswere made on the diamonds prepared for the piezobirefringence study. The measurementsare accurate to l/6 transmission.The
data correctedfor the large Fresnel ioss are tabulated in Table III. The
data are plotted in Fig. 14.
Ulrnavroror

AssonprroN

Ultraviolet absorption was first studied by measuringthe position of
the absorption edge.A D-C iron arc was used as a sourcesincethe relative intensity and wavelengthsof the iron lines are well known. The diamond was mounted closeto the slit of a Bauschand Lomb medium otartz
Tanrn III. T[awsurssroN
rx Vrsrsr,rSprcrnulr
ol lnneorernoDreMoNo
Diamond No. 1
(thickness 3.18 mm)
nvt (fast)
2X 1013
2x1014
2x1015

Diamond No. 2
(thickness 3.04 mm)

T
997o

es%
I <O7
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spectrograph.The diamonds showedthe usual absorption cut off at 310
mp prior to irradiation. Irradiation to 2 X 1015nvt (fast) shifts the absorption edge only slightly toward a longer wavelength.
Three type I diamonds of 3 mm thickness were examined on a PerkinElmer model 112 singlebeam spectrometerequippedwith a quartz prism
and photocelldetector.Figures15 and 16 show typical absorptionspectra
before and after neutron irradiation. All measurementswere made at

. t = 3.18 DiomondI
o | = 3.O4 Diomondll

nvt. (fosl)
Frc. 14. Transmission of visible light in diamond as a function of neutron irradiation.

room temperature.The curves are not correctedfor Fresnellosses.The
absorption edge at 310 mp is essentiallyunchangedby radiation up to
2XlO15 nvt (fast) in all three of the diamonds examined. The transmission peak at 550 mp remains after radiation, but the transmissionis reduced by about half at this wavelength in C-1 and C-2 and is reduced
very Iittle in C-3, irradiated to 3.6X101anvt. The transmissionpeak at
350 mp is completelylost in the three specimensut 2xl0'u nvt. The identity of the rather broad absorption at 400 mp is retained in varying degreesin the three specimens.The variation in the ultraviolet and visible
absorption of the individual diamonds is no greater than has been ob-
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Frc. 15. Spectral transmission of irradiated diamond.

served by others. Whether the differencesare due to impurity atoms in
substitutional or interstitial sites is debatable. The specimenswere not
annealed, since they were retained for subsequent studies. Clark et al.
(1956) have consideredthe nature of absorotion in irradiated and annealed diamonds.
INlnanBo AesonprroN
fnfrared absorption spectra were obtained on the diamonds before
irradiation, after irradiation, and after annealing. These spectra were
obtained on a Perkin-Elmer model 112 spectrometerwith a sodium chloride prism. A specialoscillating holder was made so that the diamond was
insertedinto and out of the beam at 5 cyclesper minute. The beam with
and without the diamond was confined to an aperture 2 mm in diameter
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immediately in front of the slit. The amplified output of the spectrometer
'Ihe
spectrum was then scannedat slow
was fed to a Varian recorder.
speed through the region from 2 to 10 microns. These spectra are not
reproduced since they are unavoidably complicated by atmospheric
water vapor bands.
The spectra were obtained at room temperature on plane parallel sec-

--

Beforeirrodiotion

-

Afrer 36 x tO'"nvt (fost)

Frc. 16. Spectral transmission of irradiated diamond'

tions of the diamonds.The transmissionswere not correctedfor the surface reflectionlosses.All of the diamonds have the strong absorption at
Sprcharacteristic of type I diarnonds. The spectra of the non-irradiated
diamonds show the generalcharacteristicsof the spectra of type I diamonds (Robertsonet al., 1934;Sutherland,etal.,1954;Kaiserand Bond'
1959).Table IV showsthe per cent of transmissionof a typical diamond
(C-1) as a function of neutron irradiation for selectedspectralregions.
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The transparentregion at 2 p.is comparedwith the absorptionband at
4.60p.,an absorptionband common to type I and type II diamonds,and
absorptionbandsat 7.27ptand 9 p. The 7.29p. band is a type B band of
Sutherland,et al. (1954),and the band at 9 p is a type A band. It is clear
that the transmissionin the transparentregion decreases
linearly, within
experimentalerror, with the logarithm of the irradiation from 1015to 1018
as shown in Fig. 17. The transmissionof the absorptionbands also seems
Tlnr,n IV. Prn CrNr Tnersurssroxol Snr,ecronPorrroNsor DrauoxoSppcrnuu
(Diamond C-1)
Irradiation
nvt (fast)

2p
5000 cm-r

4.60p
2175 cm-l

7.29p
7372cm-r

8s%

3%

a1 07

1A A7

3%

I <O7

55"k
20%
0

.1/Oa/

Lt /o
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loYa

0

1
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L

/O

r0%
t7 0/
t/o

s%
4%
0

to so decrease,but the relative error is larger,so that the correlationis not
so good as in the first instance.
The band at 4.60 p has beenassignedas fundamental to the diamond
structure (Sutherland et al., 1954),whereasthe 9 p absorption band has
been correlated with nitrogen content and the absorption at 306 mp by
K a i s e r a n d B o n d ( 1 9 5 9 ) .T h i s 9 p b a n d h a s b e e nc o r r e l a t e db y t h e s e a u thors with C-N stretching vibrations.
fn general the effect of neutron irradiation has been to decreasethe
infrared transmissionabout equally over the entire range from 2 to I0
microns. Some apparent structure was noted in the highly transparent
regionaround 6 pr,but in ali but the nearly opaquespecimensirradiated to
1018,
this apparent structure is complicatedby an adverseeffectof atmospheric HzO bands.
The efiect of annealingon one diamond irradiated to 1015was negligible. The annealingtemperatureswere 200, 400, and 600oC., one hour at
eachtemperature.Likewise, the effectof a similar annealingprocesson a
diamond irradiated to 1016was negligible.In a third diamond irradiated
to 1017the efiect was again small over most of the spectrum, but it was
significant near 2 prand in the region around 6.5 p. This stone showed a
transmission oI zeto at I p after irradiation. The 1 p transmission was
50/6 prior to irradiation. The 200" annealing increased the 1p transmission to 10/6. Annealing at 400o and 600ocausedno further change. The
initial transmission of this diamond was S\o/nat 6.5u. The irradiation to
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1017reduced the transmission at 6.5 p to about 23/p. The first two annealing treatments did not produce a significant change, but the third,
one hour at 600oC., raised the 6.5 p transmissionto 35/6.
The annealing of two diamonds which had been irradiated to 1018restored the transparency of the specimens only slightly. At 1018only a
small transmissionband remained,as shown in Fig. 18, from 5 to 7.5 p.
Sincethe spectrafrom both diamondswerevirtually identical,only one is

nvt (fosf)
Frc. 17. Transmission of selected infrared regions in diamond as a function
of neutron irradiation.

shown. The details which developedin the structure of the spectrum are
shown in the diagrams.The band at 6.5 p is sharpenedby annealingfor
one hour at 200o.At 400" the band is split into two bands at 6.3 prand
6.8 p. Thesebands are further enhancedby an additional hour of annealing at 600o.During the whole annealing process,the 7.3 p band is enhancedin a similar manner but it is not split or shifted. The superposed
curves indicate the reproducibility with the slow scan rate used.
The general effect of neutron irradiation is the reduction of the optical
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transmission. The last transparent region to remain is from 5 prto 7.5 p.
The effect may be accountedfor by the growth of zonesof amorphous
carbonas has beendiscussedin other sections.Sincethe absorptionwhich
has been attributed to substitutional nitrogensis not removed, it seems
clear that during irradiation, there is no preferential breaking of C-N
bondsin the diamond.
During annealing,at least as far as has beencarriedout in theseexperi-

C2 lrrodiotion
td6,cnC
onneoling
Before
onneoling

I hour,2OO'C

l hour,4OO"C

I hour,600"C

"/"I

/\

Frc. 18. Effect of annealing on infrared transmission in neutron irradiated diamond.

ments, the radiation damageis only slightly removed.It is believedthat
the interstitial C-atoms within the mosaicblocks find their way back to
normal carbon sites, but few of those in the amorphouszonesdo so. No
doubt, a much higher activation energy would be neededto get a larger
proportion of atoms back to their original sites.The developmentof two
absorptionbandsat the expenseof one at 6.5pron annealeddiamondsthat
had received 1018nvt (fast), indicates the development of a structural
configurationnot initially presentin the original diamonds.
Sulruany
Fast neutron irradiation of singlecrystalsof type I diamondshas been
observedto have the following efiects:
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1. Relative grinding hardnessis reduced, particularly in theharder
directions,so that the usual high anisotropy of grinding hardnessis
reducedby a Iarge factor.
2. The density remainsunchangedthrough 1017nvt (fast). At 1018nvt
(fast) it is reducedby 0.27o.
3. The celi edgeas determinedby r-rays is not increasedby an amount
commensuratewith the density decreaseup to 1018nvt (fast).
4. The r-ray difiraction pattern becomes slightly diffuse, the (222)
reflectionis enhanced,but the (200) reflectionis not developed.
5. The cohesionbetweenmosaic units is reduced so that when highly
irradiated stonesare cleaved,the individual blocks near the cleaved
surface rotate so that the elementsof the cleaved surface are no
longer the ideal (111) planes of the original single crystal. They
constitute a seriesof (111) elementsof the blocks which have rotated as a result of the cleavingprocess.The angular distribution of
the newly created surfaceelementsis controlled by the symmetry of
the diamond.
6. The refractive index and piezobirefringenceare unchanged up to
2 X 1 0 1 5n v t ( f a s t ) .
7. The optical transmission is reduced. At the highest level of irradiation, diamondsfrom 2 to 3 mm thick are opaquein aII but the 5-7.5 p
range. The reduction in the infrared horll' 2 to 10 p is essentially
proportionate throughout. In the initial stagesof irradiation, the
ultraviolet transmission is differentially reduced, most strongly
from 320 to 350 mpr.
The generalefiectsof annealingin 200ostepsto 600' C. (onehour each)
on stonesirradiated to 10i8nvt (fast) follow:
1. The hardnessand hardnessanisotropy are restoredby abott 30/6.
'Ihe
2.
density is restored by abofi 4O/p.
3. The cell edgeis not measurablyefiected.
4. The cleavagebehavior is not efiected.
5. After diamondsirradiated to 1018nvt (fast) have beenanneaied,an
absorptionband at 6.5 p is enhancedand finally split into two components. A simiiar appearing band at 7.3p.is enhancedand sharpened,but it is neither shifted nor split.
Cowcr,usroNs
During neutron irradiation, Frenkel defectsare initially produced.As
radiation progresses,the displacedcarbon atoms collect to form a three
dimensional network so that ultimately the diamond consistsof a mosaic
structure of diamond crystals which contain vacant carbon sites. The
mosaic blocks are of the order of 0.1 p in diameter. Interstitial carbon (and
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perhapsnitrogen)atoms are no doubt presentin thesecrystal units, but a
large proportion of the carbon atoms are distributed in the amorphous
boundary layers which separate the mosaic units. Channels parallel to
[110] in the structure provide paths for migration. The mosaic units become slightly disoriented(lessthan 1o)as radiation progresses.
The effect of annealing is to partly restore the mosaic blocks of the
diamond to their original state. The amorphouscarbon layers persist so
that after the maximum annealingtreatment used at least two-thirds of
the atoms in the mosaicboundary layersremain in theselayers.From the
optical observations,it seems clear that prolonged annealing cannot
restore the irradiated diamond to its original condition.
Cleavage of the stones following irradiation permits a rotation of the
mosaicunits up to 5o and thus strain energy is releasednear the cleaved
surface.
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